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A civilisation,  on  a  planet
orbiting a yellow dwarf star,
just one of the hundreds of
billions of stars in the Milky
Way Galaxy,  has  reached  a
moment of crisis. 
We are poised on the brink of
self-destruction, but we have
the ability also to ascend into
a future of security, peace and
creativity  unimagined  in  any
previous human era. 

As 2022 opens,  we see conflict
and  threats  of  conflict,  raising
questions about how nations and
leaders can co-operate in turning
around the complex Earth Crisis.

At  the  same time,  as  scientists
concerned  with  the  quest  for
other  habitable  planets  orbiting
other stars, we have to point out
that dangerous events are not all
down  to  human  activity.  The
eruption near Tonga reminds us
dramatically  that  the  geological
processes  essential  to  support
life  on  Earth,  can  also  pose
deadly threats to humanity. 

Everything that happens on this
world  has  implications  for  the
unfolding of the Earth Crisis, not
least  how  we  plan  safeguards
for human  communities, in the
face of nature's immense power.
The  NASA  image  at  left  shows  an
atmospheric  plume  from  the  Tonga
eruption., from the International Space
Station, on January 16, 2022, looking
down from ~430 km above the ocean,
North West of Auckland 



NASA's  online  Earth  Observatory  site  reported:
“intense series of explosions early on January 15
that  generated  atmospheric  shock  waves,  sonic
booms,  and  tsunami  waves  that  traveled  the
world.” The volcanic plume reached 39.7 km high
and spread out across 500 km.

There  had  been  an  unstable  body  of  land
emerging from a volcano that rises 2 km from the
sea floor,  mostly  150 m below sea level.  There
had  been  two  small  islands,  Hunga  Tonga  and
Hunga Ha'apai, which became a single island after
volcanic activity in 2014-2015. 

During the recent eruption, this island ceased to exist. NASA scientist Daniel Slayback said:
“It was a beautiful little island with a thriving ecosystem of grasses, tropical birds, and other
wildlife.”

The eruption took place on local time, Jan. 14 (Jan. 15 at 04:14:45 UTC). A tsunami crossed
the 65 km of ocean to Tonga's main island, where, as it entered shallow water, it towered to
15 m, that is approaching a terrifying 50 feet.

The confirmed death toll was not extensive, but full details will emerge with time.  Harm to
crops, housing and the economy will require long-term aid. 

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/149347/hunga-tonga-hunga-haapai-erupts

Map from Wikipedia,.Author TUBS (2011), Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Two solar eclipses in 2021, seen at opposite ends of the Earth.
They were caught by the Earth Polychromatic Imaging Camera (EPIC) aboard the Deep Space
Climate Observatory  (DSCOVR). This satellite is held at a gravitational equilibrium between
Earth and the Sun, so, although being 1.5 million km inwards of the Earth, it follows the
Earth along in its orbit. It looks back at an (almost) Full Earth. DSCOVR is operated by NOAA
(the  National  Oceanic  and  Atmospheric  Administration),  and  images  provided  by  NASA:
https://epic.gsfc.nasa.gov/

June 10 (11:03:06 UTC), with the Moon smaller in the sky than the Sun, at that time,
saw an annular eclipse.  December 4 (07:58:03 UTC), with the Moon larger in the sky
than the Sun, saw a total eclipse.

A new year is a time to pose ourselves realistic questions.  
We must not expect that our species, having got ourselves into the Earth Crisis,  will
find easy answers and effective practical responses to safeguard ecological and social
threats. We must recognise that trial and error will play a part in events. At the same
time, scientific advances will, inevitably, make it necessary for us to make course
corrections as we go along. Campaigns about climate and related issues have been
effective in helping to change global opinion. Eco-campaigners, however, are human
and must also stop, from time to time, and engage in self-examination. As such, we
must continue to ask ourselves searching questions about methods and how best to
win over electorates around the world.  

Some aspects of human psychology are unhelpful. Unfortunately, political parties feel obliged
to  stake  their  reputations  on  having  come  up  with  the  best  possible  policies  –  while,
traditionally,  posturing  opponents  snap  and  jeer  at  their  rivals.  Deeper  into  the  human
dilemma,  2022  began  with  nations  and  leaders  confronting  painful  history,  spheres  of
influence and distrust of developing ambition. We must see the dangers of short-term fixes,
but also hard-to-predict events. Rapid technological advances continue to throw surprises
into the picture, not least in AI and new weaponry. Our civilisation may well, within coming
decades, extend beyond the Earth and the Moon, and into deep space, together, perhaps,
with its rivalries and confrontations. Whatever happens in the years ahead, the future will
depend upon what Homo sapiens does now. Whatever the kind of future that you seek, don't
be silent, be active.



December 21, 2021 – the day of the Winter Solstice.
Image taken by the EPIC (Earth Polychromatic Imaging Camera) system aboard the DSCCOVR
(Deep Space Climate Observatory) space craft (NASA/NOAA). 11:24:48 UT on December 21.
The Arctic was deep in darkness and Antarctica  in the sunshine.

Global climate: 2021 saw the fifth warmest December on record.
Statment from NOAA (USA's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration):  “The
December 2021 global surface temperature tied with 2016 as the fifth highest in the
142-year record at 0.83oC (1.49oF) above the 20th century average. Eight of the 10
warmest Decembers have occurred since 2014. December 2021 also marked the 37th
consecutive December and the 444th consecutive month with temperatures, at least
nominally, above the 20th century average.” https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/202112

2021 was the sixth warmest year on record.
It was 0.84oC (1.51oF) above the 20th century average. The years 2013–2021 all rank among the
ten warmest years on record. https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/202113



Seasons in South East England                                                                                       

December 2021
It was a dull month, warmer than in the past, with fewer days of air frost.
At  New Ash  Green,  Kent,  the  low Sun was  sinking  towards  the horizon in  the late  afternoon of
December 10, 2021. Many trees were still in the process of yellowing and in their autumn colours.
The days were still growing shorter, but from the Winter Solstice on December 21, 2021, the days
began, almost imperceptibly at first, to become longer. 

How did our region compare with the bigger picture? 

The info here is based on provisional statements from the UK Met Office, which (in brackets) compares weather
against the 1991-2020 as its long-term average. 

The UK's mean temperature was 5.3oC (1.1oC). The UK's coldest temperature of -10.20oC was
recorded at  Braemar (Aberdeenshire, Scotland) on Dec. 22 and the warmest was 16.5oC was
recorded at Bala, Gwynedd, Wales on Dec. 31, 2022. England's mean was 6.1oC (1.4oC ).

Our region of England SE & Central S was the second warmest in the UK. 
In our region, for the month as a whole, the warmest temperature was 9.6oC (1.2oC above the 1991 to
2020 average), the coldest was 4.6oC (2.3oC), while the mean was 7.0oC (1.8oC). There were 29.0
hours of sunshine (54%) and 76.3 mm of rain (86%). There were 3.8 days (-6.0 days) of air frost. The
warmest mean temperature was in England SW & Wales S, with 7.4oC (2.3oC).

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/maps-and-data/regional-values

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/maps-and-data/summaries/index

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/maps-and-data/regional-values


 
The first day of the month saw episodes of bright sunshine and rain. In Belair Park, West Dulwich
(South East London), the autumnal leaves of field maple (Acer campestre) caught the sunlight, and a
rainbow later appeared. Corporate volunteers organised by contractor  idverde had to abandon eco
work as rain set in during the late afternoon. 



Mid-December saw an annual event at St Peter's and St Paul's Church, Ash (Dec. 13,
2021). It is a contest to design Christmas trees, with the description of a tree being
somewhat loose and creative. 

Anglican Churches have embraced the widespread ecology movement and are keen
to participate. Ecology can be expected to turn up at this event. This inventive
underwater  “tree,”  included  an  octopus,  fish  and  a  jellyfish.  It  also  made  an
unequivocal  statement  about  re-cycling  and  how  we  can  all  act  to  follow  the
example.

On a geographical  note,  the nearest  sea would  be about  40 km to  the NE,  across
Sheerness and the Isle of Sheppey, across the Thames Estuary and into the North Sea.  

 



 

Decidous trees in late Autumn.
According to meteorologists,  Autumn
runs from Sept. 1 to Nov. 30, but to
astronomers,  between  the  Autumnal
Equinox  (Sept.  22,  in  2021)  to  the
Winter Solstice (Dec. 21, in 2021).

Left: December 4, 2021. A beech
tree  (Fagus  sylvatica)  along  a
hedgerow  near  West  Kingsdown,
Kent,  had already lost  its  leaves.
Only the evergreen ivy remained.

The  other  photos  show  the
Autumnal  leaves  along  a  hedge
beside  a  sports  field  at  New Ash
Green, Kent on December 10.

Below: Oak leaves were in various
stages  from  green,  yellow  and
brown, as Autumn progressed,

Next  page:  To  the  left,  we  see
spindle (Euonymus europaeus) and
to the right, brilliant yellow leaves
of a field maple (Acer campestre).





The year drew to its end. 

Left:  A  misty  afternoon  turned  into  a
gloomy night, seen from woodland on the
hill at Hartley, Kent. December 19, 2021.

The lights of a tree gleamed in the wet
road at Hartley, as rain fell on Dec. 24.

As Christmas Eve became Christmas Day,
the traditional church service took place
at  St  Peter's  and St  Paul's,  Ash.  Things
were not quite back to normal, however,
and care was taken to avoid COVID.

Below: The Sun rose at New Ash Green
on Dec. 28, between clouds and trees.



Moon and planets in December 2021.                   
Above: On the night of December 10, three planets were above the horizon, together with the
crescent of the waxing Moon (the camera could not show that and the planets). Venus was
about to descend behind the trees. Saturn was above left and Jupiter closest to the Moon. At
the time of writing, we simply do not know how many of the worlds support life. Hopes that
microbes might exist in the clouds of Venus continue to re-assert themselves, and remain a
long-shot for Jupiter and Saturn. Meanwhile, internal oceans known to exist in the moons of
the  giant  planets,  offer  the  possibility  of  life.  As  environmentalists,  we  must  urge  space
agencies to take care – humans must not inadvertently damage any ecosystems that might exist
there.  Below: From top left to lower right, the Moon aged from Dec. 8, 10, 21 and 22. Clouds
did not allow us to catch the Full Moon on Dec. 19, 2021. Right below: The Moon and Jupiter
appeared through bare branches.  Views from Ash and New Ash Green.



Left: The last day of 2021. The trees were bare, but
many of the brambles around their bases were still
green. New Ash Green, Kent. 

Prime Meridian. 
Prime  Meridian  is  published  by  the  Ecospheres
Project,  a  research  and  media  collaboration.  This
newsletter looks at the cycle of the seasons in South
East England and looks out from the Prime Meridian
into  at  the  global  environmental.  It  steps  back to
look at the Earth in its astronomical context. 

Environmentalists  talk  of  the “Climate Crisis,”  but
we  emphasise  that  the  threat  caused  by  human
activity  to  the  ecosphere  of  Planet  Earth  goes
beyond climate alone. The Crisis involves numerous
factors,  all  of which interact with each other in a
complex way.  For this reason, we have introduced
the phrase “Earth Crisis.”

We  pursue  also  the  search  for  other  habitable
worlds.  This  is  an  area  of  research  in  which  the
editors have been active. It promises to open new
vistas  in  our  understand  of  how  our  living  Earth
belongs in the larger picture. At the same time, as
space probes head to other worlds in a search for
life, we assert the moral duty of space exploration
to  inflict  no  harm on  life  elsewhere  from  human
impact.
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